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GC-ECS: Coaching Skills for Change 
 

 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

This module explores the ways in which coaching skills can create better facilitation. 

Students will explore how to use the following coaching skills to facilitate a group of people 

through a change process 

● Self-awareness 

● Emotional intelligence 

● Active listening 

● Powerful questioning 

● Effective Feedback 

● Releasing Judgement 

 

ICF COMPETENCIES 

 

A. Communicating Effectively 

5. Listens Actively 

Focuses on what the client is and is not saying to fully understand what is being communicated in 

the context of the client systems and to support client self-expression  

7. Evokes Awareness 

Facilitates client insight and learning by using tools and techniques such as powerful questioning, 

silence, metaphor or analogy 

 See all competencies 
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COACHING SKILLS FOR CHANGE 

 

Coaches are change agents that use a creative and flexible approach to help move 

their clients from where they are now to their stated end goal. They use Change 

Management theories and tools to support their clients to create the structures to 

reach their goals. 

 

 

There are very few articles written about change management that don't mention coaching 

skills as essential for a successful outcome. A study conducted by the Human Capital 

Institute found that almost 80 percent of leaders said their organization was in “a constant 

state of change.”  The research went on to reveal that coaching is one of the most helpful 

learning activities to ease the challenges of navigating change. There are many reasons for 

this, but the main ones are: 

 

1. Coaching empowers people.  

With its focus on the client, a coach approach is able to support people to make a personal 

connection to the change and identify the best way for them to move through it. 

 

2. Coaching creates shifts 

Resistance is one of the key barriers to any change. A coach approach enables people to 

identify the reasons and issues behind their resistance and find a way to shift perspective. 

 

3. Coaching generates action 

All change requires some form of forward movement through action. Coaches are adept at 

co-creating action steps and building the plan to support enactment of them. 

 

So, what are the main coaching skills that all of us share in making and supporting our 

clients to make change? 
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Coaches are Flexible and Creative 

Interestingly, embedded within those different approaches is a key skill.  Coaches know that 

one size does not fit all.  We are flexible and creative in figuring out what the best approach 

is that will work with our client whether they are a large corporation undergoing a 

fundamental change or an individual working towards a personal goal.  This commitment to 

finding the best approach that suits the situation at hand is a key skill that all coaches share. 

 

Coaches begin with the end in mind 

All coaches begin with the end in mind. Coaching is a goal-oriented profession and each 

of us is equipped to support our client to create a vision for themselves for the future.  How 

we go about doing this may differ, but all coaches are concerned with supporting their clients 

to create solid, attainable, realistic, measurable goals and begin each coaching relationship 

and conversation with this all-important task in mind. 

 

Coaches utilise Change Management Theories and frameworks 

Coaches are skilled at understanding and using those key elements from change 

management theory.  Whether working with individuals, groups or large organizations, 

coaches come equipped with the knowledge needed to support their client to create the 

structures they need for success.  These structures include things like understanding 

motivation; engaging external support systems; acquiring new knowledge and using 

executive functions like time management and planning.  Coaches know that there is no 

such thing as change through sheer willpower and are prepared to support their clients to 

create the structures they need to reach their goals. 

 

Coaches listen deeply and use powerful question to evoke awareness 

While coaches are flexible and dancing in the moment with our clients, we are also highly 

skilled in deep active listening; asking powerful questions to evoke awareness and 

insight; making bold observations and challenging our clients to go beyond their comfort 

zones.  Skilled coaches are able to hold tension between challenge and support in a way 

that creates the perfect environment for clients to build commitment to their change. 
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Coaches reserve judgement 

Perhaps the greatest superpower of a coach is our ability to be a supportive partner to our 

clients. We accept their ideas, statements, plans, beliefs as valid and worthy even while we 

challenge them to shift their perspective or dig deeper. We believe in our clients and trust 

that they know what is best for themselves. 

 

Coaches are intentional 

Regardless of their stylistic and niche differences, coaches are intentional.  All coaches 

share the fundamental belief that our clients are deeply resourceful and, given the right 

support, are able to achieve their goals.  At the heart of this belief is an intention to want 

what's best for our clients. Beyond our own intention, we coaches share the skill of 

supporting our clients to understand their perspective and to access their own intention.  

 

Coaches are resourceful  

Finally, coaches are skilled at the use of a variety of tools whether they are informal tools 

such as visualization or brainstorming or more advanced tools such as FlipIt, coaches bring 

a number of invaluable resources with them to each coaching engagement.  Adapting these 

thought provoking tools to meet their clients’ needs is a shared competency among coaches. 
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FURTHER READING & RESOURCE 

 

[Article] Using Coaching Skills to Manage Through Change 

Magdalena Nowicka Mook, International Coach Federation, 2019 

 

[Podcast] Top 9 Coaching Skills 

  Robyn Logan & Andrea Lee, 2013 

 

[Wikipedia] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Change_management 

 

[Book]  Change Anything! 

  Kerry Patterson et al, Vital Smarts, 2011 

 

[Article] Using Coaching to Equip your Team for Success 

  Magdalena Mook, 2019  

 

[Article] Coaching for Change 

Richard E Boyatzis, Melvin Smith and Ellen van Oosten 

  in HBR, 2019 

 

[TED Talk] Start With Why 

  Simon Sinek, 2014 

http://www.coachcampus.com/
https://trainingmag.com/using-coaching-skills-manage-through-change/
https://coachcampus.com/podcasts/coachstreet/episode-2-top-9-coaching-skills/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Change_management
https://www.vitalsmarts.com/press/2011/04/change-anything-by-kerry-patterson-joseph-grenny-david-maxfield-ron-mcmillan-and-al-switzler-the-new-york-times-bestselling-authors-of-crucial-conversations-and-influencer/
https://trainingindustry.com/articles/leadership/change-management-using-coaching-to-equip-your-team-for-success/
https://hbr.org/2019/09/coaching-for-change
https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action?language=en

